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81. INTRODUCTION 
AN ADAMS spectral sequence goes from homology to homotopy. In this paper we 
investigate the spectral sequence which arises from a generalized homology theory 
applied to a space X, and which converges to the ordinary homotopy groups of X. 
With appropriate assumptions on the homology theory, the &-term may be identified 
as an Ext group in a suitable category. For homology based on a complex bordism, 
this is an unstable spectral sequence which bears the same relationship to the (stable) 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence as the homotopy spectral sequence of Bousfield- 
Kan does to the (stable) Adams spectral sequence based on ordinary homology. 
In general, the &term. which is an Ext group in a non-abelian category, is not 
very tractable. However, with certain assumptions on the homology theory and on the 
space X, the &term simplifies to an Ext group in an abelian category, and may be 
calculated as the homology of an unstable cobar complex. In particular, this occurs 
when the homology theory is complex bordism and X = .S’“+‘, an odd-dimensional 
sphere. We use this to make calculations of the unstable one-line for SZnc’, analogous 
to those of Novikov in the stable case. 
To a large extent, the methods of this paper are a carry-over to generalized 
homology of the methods of Bousfield-Curtis [7], and Bousfield-Kan IS], which pertain 
to ordinary homology. We have tried to emphasize the changes necessary to handle 
the general case. 
We give a brief outline, together with some of the notations and conventions. We 
start by considering a ring spectrum R with unit. The generalized homology groups 
H,(X; R) of X with coefficients in R are defined by Whitehead[24] as the homotopy 
groups of the spectrum R A X. In order to destabilize this construction, we introduce a 
space R(X), which is the zero-space of an R-spectrum for R A X. Then using the 
methods of [8], we define a tower over X, and from this, we obtain the homotopy 
spectral sequence {E:‘(X; R)}, r = 1,2,. . ., of X with coefficients in R. 
In 43, we assume that the spectrum R has a Thorn map; that is, there is a map 
from R to the integral Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum which preserves units. Using the 
convergence theorem of [lo], we then show that for any simply connected CW space 
X, the spectral sequence converges to the homotopy groups of X. 
In 44, the &-term is shown to be isomorphic to the homology groups of a certain 
cosimplicial abelian group. In order to describe the E2(X; R) as an Ext group, we need 
to define the category of unstable r-coalgebras, where r is the analogue for R- 
homology of the dual to the Steenrod algebra. The definition of this category involves 
a certain cotriple (G, S, E) which we define in 46, and requires assumptions (6.1) and 
(6.5) on R. 
In 97, we make our final two assumptions (7.1) and (7.3) on R. The category of 
unstable lY-comodules is defined using another cotriple (U, 6, E). We then have a 
composite functor spectral sequence abutting to the &(X; R). When H&X; R) is free 
as a coalgebra, this collapses to a single row, and then the &(X; R) becomes 
(isomorphic to) an Ext group in the category of unstable r-comodules. In particular, 
the &-term may be calculated as the homology groups of an unstable cobar complex. 
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Using the results of Wilson[ZS].‘we show in 88 that the ring spectrum MU satisfies 
our assumptions. To facilitate calculations, the integers are localized at p, and MU is 
replaced by BP, which also satisfies our assumptions. For an odd-dimensional sphere, 
Ez(S*“+‘; BP) is the homology of an unstable cobar complex. The results of Ravenel- 
WilsonI give an explicit basis for this complex. In 09 we summarize the properties 
of ,*(BP) and H*(BP: BP), and use them to make some calculations in the unstable 
one-line for odd-dimeyional spheres. 
Throughout this paper, space shall mean Hausdorff topological space with base 
point. Maps mean continuous maps, homeomorphisms are indicated by =, and 
homotopic maps by = . For a space X, CX is the reduced suspension of X, and RX is 
the loopspace of X. In any category under consideration, I stands for the identity 
functor. The identity map of an object with itself will be called 1, or Ix when we wish 
to specify the object X. If B:S+ T is a natural transformation of functors, we use 
8 = Bx:S(X)+ T(X) 
for the natural map. Where there is a composite of several functors or several maps, 
we may omit the parentheses if the meaning is clear. In an algebraic situation, map 
means the algebraic structure is preserved, and = means the map is an isomorphism 
onto. The ring of integers is denoted by Z, the rationals by Q, the field with p 
elements by Z,, and the integers localized at p by Zfpj. 
62. THE RESOLUTION OF A SPACE WITH RESPECT TO A SPECTRUM 
A spectrum R is a sequence of spaces {R,}, n L 0, together with maps l .: ZR, + 
R “+,. The adjoints of the E, are maps &;I: R. +fl(R.+,). If each Z” is a homotopy 
equivalence, then R is called an R-spectrum. We shall assume throughout that R is 
connective; that is, T,(R,) = 0 for 0 ZG q < n. 
A spectrum R defines a functor from spaces to spaces by 
R(X) = holim W(R, A X) 
“-rm 
(2.1) 
where hoh is the homotopy direct limit, that is, the mapping telescope, as in [l9]. 
Then Whitehead’s definition of the reduced homology of X with coefficients in R 
becomes 
H*(X; R) = r&R(X)). 
This is sometimes called I?,(X), but we prefer the older notation to avoid confusion 
with the space R(X). As all of our homology groups will be reduced, we omit the 
tilde. 
Remark 2.2. Using ([23], (0.4)), we see that if K is a compact space, then the 
natural map 
holim (R”(R, A X) A K)-+ 
“--rr, ( 
holim R”(R, A X) A K 
“-rm > 
is a homeomorphism. Thus there is a natural map R(X) A K+ R(X A K); it follows 
that R carries homotopic maps to homotopic maps, and R defines a functor on the 
homotopy category. 
Remark 2.3. One might also consider the functor 
R(X) = lim fl”(R. A X). 
“a, 
That is, R(X) is the zero-space of the R-spectrum associated with R A X. There is a 
natural map R(X)+R(X) which is often a weak homotopy equivalence. This is the 
case for example if each l ,: R. +ZR,+, is the inclusion of a closed subspace. 
A map of spectra f: R’+ R is a sequence of maps fn: R;-+ R, such that l ;oZf, and 
f “+I”% are homotopic. A map of spectra induces a natural transformation of functors 
R’(X)-+ R(X). One of the disadvantages of the functor R is that a map I?‘(X)+J?(X) 
is induced only from a strict map f: R’+ R; that is, when E, 0 2fn = fn+i 0 EL for all n. 
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The homeomorphisms IS” = Sn*‘l define the sphere spectrum which is called S. A 
unit for a spectrum R is a map of spectra i: S + R, which then gives a natural map 
7 = qx: X = So A X AS(X) AR(X) 
where j is the inclusion of the “ocular” into the telescope. The 
homotopy a map 
map q induces in 
v*: P*(X)-, H&X; R) 
which is called the Hurewicz map for (reduced homology with 
spectrum R. 
coefficients in the 
We follow Bousfield-Kan[8] in the construction of a tower of fibrations over X. 
Let R be a spectrum with unit. There is a functor D’ from spaces to spaces, and a 
natural transformation 6’: D’+ I, defined as follows. For each space X, 6’: D’(X)+ X 
is to be the fibration which is the pull-back via T): X + R(X) of the path-space 
fibration over R(X). Then functors D” from spaces to spaces, and natural trans- 
formations 6’9” +D’-‘, are defined inductively as follows. For each space X, 
S’D’(X)+ D’-‘(X) is to be the pull-back via D’-‘(n) of the path-space fibration over 
D’-‘(R(X)). In this way there arises a sequence of fibrations 
- - * - D”(X)-% D’-‘(x)- * * .-%DO(X)=X (2.4) 
which is called the tower over X derived from the spectrum R. When we want to 
indicate the dependence on the spectrum R, we write D=‘(X) for D’(X). 
The homotopy exact couple of this tower (cf. [8] 04) will be called the homotopy 
spectral sequence of X with coefficients in R, and the terms will be denoted by 
E/‘(X; R), r = 1, 2, . . ., 03. Specifically, the El-term is given by 
E,“.‘(X; R) = 
1, 
~-$?;~~$ise’ ’ s z o 
Remark 2.5. As R carries homotopies to homotopies, it follows inductively on s 
that each DR’ does also. Thus the spectral sequence is an invariant of homotopy type. 
With suitable assumptions on R and X, the spectral sequence converges to the 
homotopy groups of X, and the Ez-term will be identified as an Ext group. 
For R = MU, the Thorn spectrum for complex cobordism, this is an “unstable 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence,” which bears the same relation to the (stable) 
Adams-Novikov spectral sequence as the homotopy spectral sequence of Bousfield- 
Kan does to the (stable) ordinary Adams s?ectral sequence. 
0.: “ONVERGENCE 
Let H be the integral Eilenbarg-MacLane spectrum; that is H = {H,} with 
H,, = K(Z, n). A Thorn map for a spectrum R with unit i: S+ R is a morphism 
7: R + H such that 70 i is the unit of H. We will show that if R is a spectrum 
admitting a Thorn map and X is a simply connected CW-space, then the homotopy 
spectral sequence of X with coefficients in R converges to the homotopy groups of X. 
For this we must show that 
rl im(7r*DR”‘(X)- P*&‘(X)) = 0. (3.1) I 
To prove (3.1) we follow [8] in introducing “derived functors.” Let R be a 
spectrum with unit. Define the sth R-derived functor of T: spaces --* spaces 
inductively by requiring that DOT = T and for s > 0 that 6~‘: D’T(X)+D’-‘T(X) be 
the pullback via D”-‘T(tl) of the path-space fibration over D’-‘T(RX). Again write 
&‘T(X) when R must be mentioned. Notice that VT(X) differs from D’(TX); and 
we shall follow ([8], (3.3)) in writing DSTl . . . T. for the sth derived functor of the 
composite functor Tl . . . Tn. Note that D’T has the following properties. 
PI(X) = D’(X). (3.2) 
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D’D’T = D’“T naturally, in such a’way that 
D’D’T z D”‘T 
commutes. 
If T’X + TX + T”X is a natural fibration sequence, so is 
D’T’(X)+ D’T(X)-, 07”(X). 
It follows from (3.4) that D’n(X) = flD’(X) in such a way that 
D’l-l(X) = f-lD’(X) 
commutes. 
By geometrically realizing 
homotopy-commutative ladder 
S’ I I n.9 
D'-'f-k(X) = flD’-‘(X) 
(3.5) 
the constructions of ([S]. pp. 89-90), we obtain a 
. . .__, D,‘Q(X) __* D,‘%(X) - - - - D,.,‘n(X) = RX 
I I I I = (3.6) 
. . - - r,+,n<x,- l-J-l(X) -. - * l-&-l(X) = RX. 
Here r,Cl(X) is the realization of the sth term of the lower central series of G Sin X, 
where G is Kan’s loop group and Sin X is the singular simplicial set of X. 
Suppose now that R has a Thorn map R +H. Then we have a homotopy- 
commutative ladder 
- - - - D~‘fl(x) - D$-‘8-l<X)--+ - * - - DROfl(X) = RX 
1 1 I I 
= (3.7) 
* - - - D,+‘n(X) - D,‘%(X) - - - - - oHon = RX. 
Apply DR’ to all the functors in (3.6) and (3.7). In homotopy we obtain a commutative 
diagram 
. . . - Q,‘+‘fi(X)* r&‘+‘-‘n(X)-+ . . . - 7r,DR’fl(X) = 7rq_,DR)(X) 
1 I I I= 
~~.-?rp;r,+,n(x)- 7rqDRT,R(X)-+ *a * - n,D,‘r,fi(X) = r,_,DR’(X) 
(3.8) 
Here we have used (3.2), (3.3), and (3.5). Now by ([lo], p. 288) r,+,fl(X) is q- 
connected for any simply-connected space X provided s + 1 z 2“. It follows by an 
easy induction that D,‘r,+,fl(X) is q-connected for any simply-connected space X 
provided s + 1 Z 2q”. Thus (3.1) follows from (3.8). 
We have proved 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be a connective spectrum with unit and Thorn map. Then for 
each simply-connected CW-space X, the homotopy spectral sequence of X with 
coeficients in R is strongly convergent. That is: 
(i) For all s, 
E:*(X; R) = E::,(X: R) =. . . 
for r suficiently large; write E,%‘(X; R) for this group. 
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(ii) Let F’7rJX) = im(n,Da’(X)+ 9d(). Then for s suficiently large. 
(iii) For all s, 
F%,(X) = 0. 
F’7r,_,(x)/F’+‘r,_,(X) = E,‘~‘(x; R). 
Remark 3.9. Let p be a prime number, let i&) be the integers localized at p, and 
let H,,, be the Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum with homotopy Z(,,,. A p-local Thorn 
map is a map 7: R + H(,, which factors the unit. Using arguments similar to the above 
one may show that for such an R, the homotopy spectral sequence converges as 
above for p-local simply connected spaces X. 
54. A COSIMPLICIAL DESCRIITION OF I%(X;R) 
In the presence of a suitable multiplicative structure on the spectrum R, we can 
express E2(X; R) in a form which will be algebraically identified in 56. We assume 
that R is a homotopy-associative ring spectrum (not necessarily homotopy com- 
mutative). By restricting attention to R, for n even, we avoid sign complications, 
while losing no information. For i and j even, there is a pairing 
which induces a map 
mi.j: Ri A Rj 4 Ri+i 
R’(Ri A fl’(Rj A X))---* Os”‘(Ri+j A X). 
The diagrams which express the compatibility of the pairing with suspension translate 
to homotopy-commutative diagrams, which pass to the limit and give a map: 
/.L: R(R(X))j R(X). 
The unitary property of j.~ is a homotopy-commutative diagram: 
R(X)* R*(X) = R(X) 
;\ I*//4 
R(X) 
(4.1) 
As R is homotopy-associative, the diagram 
R3(X)a R*(X) 
(4.2) 
R*(X)& R(X) 
commutes up to homotopy. The system (R, CL, T) thus forms a triple up to homotopy 
(see[l 11, and also §S below), and passes to a triple on the homotopy category. 
The unit 7: X + R(X), induces, for each pair (i. n) of integers with 0 I i 5 n, a 
map 
d’ = RiqRn-i: R”(X)- R”+‘(X). 
Thus there is a diagram of spaces: 
-b 
R(X)+ R*(X) 3 R3(X) 2. - a 
+ 
(4.3) 
which we call R(X). Then n,(R(X)) is a similar diagram of abelian groups, which 
gives rise to a cochain complex ch(r*R(X)): 
O- **R(X)* rr,R*(X)& 
where 8” = ZYZi(- l)‘(d’),. Diagram (4.1) implies that S”+‘OS” = 0. 
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PROPOSITION 4.4. Let R be a .ring spectrum. and fer X be a simply connected space. 
Then for the homotopy spectral sequence of X with coeficients in R, 
E,“.‘(X; R) = H’(ch P,R(X)). 
The proof is just as in [a]. 
05. TRIPLES, COTRIPLES, AND DERIVED F’UNCTORS 
In this section we recall some general facts about triples and non-abelian derived 
functors, and also about the relationship between cotriples and triples, in preparation 
for 96,and 87. 
Recall from [II] that a triple (G, CL, q) on a category ‘% consists of a functor 
G: c& + %‘, together with natural transformations CL: G*+ G and 77: I -+ G, such that 
the following diagrams commute. 
G c;rl,Gz<?G G G3 %,G2 
G GZ_.“_, r; 
Also as in [ll], a triple (G, II, q) determines a functc : :Y from c& to the category of 
cosimplicial objects over %, Explicitly, 
G(Y)” = G”+‘(Y) 
di= Gi@"-i: G"_ C,: ’ 
si= GipG"-i: GR+2_ ,*;.. I* 
If d is an additive category, and A is a cosimplic,:l, object over d then ch(A) is 
defined as the cochain complex with (ch A)” = A” and S = 2(- 1)‘d’. 
Given a functor E:V -+ ~4, where ~4 is an abelian category, the G-derived functors 
of E are defined by 
RoqE( Y) = Hq(ch EG( Y)). 
A cotriple (G, 6, E) on a category Q is a functor G: % + % together with natural 
transformations S: G + G2 and l 
G-coalgebras f: (Y’, JI’) + (Y, JI) is a map f: Y’+ Y such that JI 0 f = Gf 0 $‘. 
Let C&(G) denote the category of G-coalgebras. 
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Let (H, CL, n) be a triple on a category B, let (G, ~1, I)) be a triple on a category %, 
and let F: 9 + % be a functor. A morphism C#J from H to G over F is a natural 
transformation 4: F 0 H + G 0 F, such that the following diagram commutes. 
F ” l FH-FH z 
(5.3) 
Such a morphism induces a natural transformation 4: FH+ GF of the associated 
cosimplicial objects. In dimension n, 4 is the composite 
FH~+I W” ,GFHII GIH*-' , . . . 2, G”+‘F. 
One also has the definition of a map of cotriples dual to that of triples. Suppose 
that 46 = %‘, F = I is the identity functor, and let 4: H + G be a map of cotriples over 
I. Then there is an induced functor @: S’(H)+ S(G) given by @(Y, $) = (Y, & 0 JI), 
and there is a map, still denoted 6%: H -+ G, of the adjoint triples. 
Under certain circumstances, the derived functors from V(G) and from %‘(H) are 
related. In particular suppose that there is a natural transformation n:GH + H such 
that the following diagram commutes. 
GH 
8H 
> G2H 
H6--’ HZ bH ,GH (5.4) 
\I- 
H 
That is, WGY) in V(G) is a summand of GH(Y), naturally for Y in %. 
LEMMA 5.5. In this situation, let E be a functor from V(G) to an abelian category. 
Then 
(R%cG$)o@ = R&H@o@). 
This lemma is an immediate corollary of ([14], Cor. 2.3). 
Next we state a version of the composite functor spectral sequence which will be 
used in §7. Let 
z:F-Se*J$ 
be a diagram of functors, where V is any category, W and d are abelian categories, 
and E is an additive functor. Let (H, p, q) be a triple on %‘, and (G, ~1, 77) be a triple 
on 98. Assume for all Y in %’ that 
RGqE(FHY) = 
E(FHY), q = 0 
o 
, qf0 (5.6) 
Then there is a first quadrant cohomological spectral sequence 
E2’.’ = RG’E(RH’F( Y))=j R,“‘(EF)( Y). (5.7) 
The proof is the usual one; see[9] or [13]. 
46. UNSTABLE COAu;EBRAS 
In order to define a value category for the functor H,(-; R) on spaces in such a 
way that E2(X; R) is an Ext group in this category, we must impose restrictions on 
the spectrum R. First, we assume: 
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ASSUMPTION 6.1. R is a connective homotopy-associative and homotopy-com- 
mutative CW ring spectrum with unit (see [3]). 
The homotopy-commutativity will in fact not be used until 47. Thus R is a 
CW-spectrum equipped with maps i:S -, R and CL: R A R + R such that the unitarity 
and associativity diagrams commute. An R-module spectrum is a CW-spectrum Y 
together with a map cp: R A Y + Y such that the unitarity and associativity diagrams 
commute. An R-module spectrum Y is called free if there is a bouquet of spheres B 
and a map f: B + Y such that the composite 
RAB In’ .RAY ’ l Y 
is a homotopy equivalence. In this case n*(Y) is a free A-module, where A = r*(R). 
Let 9 be the category of (- l)-connected free R-module spectra, and let A be the 
category of (- I)-connected free A-modules. 
LEMMA 6.2. The functor 
IT*(-): 9-Ju 
is an equivalence of categories. 
Proof. Let B = v8Sla’ be a bouquet of spheres, and let Y be a free R-module 
spectrum. Then 
HomS(R A B, Y)- [B, Y] 
-&37r*(Y) 
-Hom(&Z, r*(Y)) 
= HomA(n*(R A B), r*(Y)) 
so m*(-) is fully faithful. It is also representative. To see this, let M be a free 
A-module. with basis {x,}. dim(x,) = 101. Take B = v,S’~‘, and Y = R A B. Then 
rz+z( Y) = @,r*(R A s’“‘) = M 
as desired. Hence by ([15]. p. 91), the functor r*(-) is an adjoint equivalence of 
categories. 
Let r*-‘( - ): Jt! + 9 be a quasi-inverse, with natural isomorphisms a: STAT;‘+ 
nr*n*‘. Let KR be the from J! to %’ (the homotopy category of 
C W-spaces) by 
KR(M) = S(P;‘(M)). (6.3) 
Here S is the sphere spectrum, and we are using the notation 
CW-spaces X such that 
H*(X; R) is in J+!. Notice that X is in Jy if and only if R A X is in 9. Then the 
adjunction map /3: I --, ~*a;’ a homotopy equivalence 
P-,:R(X)- KR(H,(X: R)) (6.4) 
for X in JV. 
The CW-spectrum {R.} is weak homotopy-equivalent to the spectrum {R(S”)}. For 
convenience of notation therefore suppose 
ASSUMPTION A-free). 
Remark 6.6. It from (6.3) that for all M in Ju, KR(M) is in JV, and that 
R( - ) is the of a triple on JV. 
Definition 
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Thus RR(M) is the R-analogue of- an Eilenberg-MacLane space, and G(M) is its 
R-homology. We proceed next to show that G is the functor of a cotriple on ~7. 
For X in Jv: consider the composite: 
X&R(X) ” - KR(H,(X; R)). 
Taking homology with coefficients in R, we have the composite 
4x: HdX; RI A H,(R(X); R) ‘h” - G(H,(X; R)) (6.8) 
where (ex), is an isomorphism. In particular, taking X to be KR(M), we obtain a 
natural transformation 6’: G --* G*. We also obtain a natural transformation E’: G --*I 
by the composite: 
G(M) = H,(KR(M); R) T*T;‘(M)--“-, M 
I I 
(6.9) 
H*(r;’ (M); R) = n&R A T,‘(M)) 
It is straightforward to verify that (G, SC, eG) is a cotriple on JU. Thus we have the 
category A(G), whose objects are G-coalgebras. For each X in JV, H*(X; R) is in 
A(G). with structure map 4x, naturally in the space X. 
Remark 6.10. Notice that (G, 6’, E’) carries both the coalgebra structure and the 
stable co-operation structure. In more detail, for A4 in 4 define A as the composite 
M * + G(M) G(M)@,.&(~) 
t@t 
’ M&M 
I 
= 
i 
z5 (6.11) 
” H,(KR(M); R)- H&KRtM) A KR(M); R) 
where A, is the reduced diagonal map. Then (M, A) is a coalgebra without unit, and 
this is the usual coalgebra structure for M = H,(X; R). To recover the co-operations, 
note that the self-homology 
r=H*(R;R)=limH,+,(R,;R) 
PI--= 
is A-free. For (M, $) in J(G), define q as the composite 
(6.12) 
M + ’ G(M) r@ATr*(n;‘(M)) ‘@- + r@,&I 
I 
= 
I 
z 
H,(KR(M); R)--B; HAT,‘(M); R) 
where u* is the stabilization map in R-homology. Then (M, ‘4’) is a r-comodule, and 
for M = H*(X; R), this is the usual r-comodule structure. Thus d(G) might be called 
the category of unstable r-coalgebras. We shall return to these aspects of (G, 6’. l G) 
in the next section. 
Let +j: I --, G be the additive natural transformation defined for M in ~2 by the 
commutative diagram 
T&R(M)& H,(KR(M); R) 
A 2 
I I 
= 
M i G(M) 
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where q* is the Hurewicz homomorphism. Let A[t] in JU(G) denote H*(S’; R), with 
natural generator Lo. Then for any (M, $) in A(G), 
Hom~&A[tl, M) = {x E Mlis(x) = $(x)1 (6.14) 
under the map which sends f to f(c). The functor Homloo,(A[t], -) thus lifts to a 
functor into abelian groups, and the adjointness isomorphism 
Hom~c&4[tl, G(N)) = Horn&WI, N) = N (6.15) 
is additive. 
We use the customary notation of Ext for the derived functors of Horn: 
Extk_dAM, -I= GG) HomtdNc19 -1. (6.16) 
THEOREM 6.17. Suppose that the ring spectrum R satisfies assumptions (6.1) and (6.5). Let X 
be a simply connected CW-space for which H,(X; R) is free as an A = a*(R)-module. Then 
Ez”‘(X; R) = Ext%co,(A[t]; H,(X; R)). 
Proof. As in 85, let (G, CL, n) denote the triple on J!(G) which is adjoint to the cotriple (G, 
SC, l G) on A. The map 
(&)*:&W(X); R)- G(H,(X: R)) 
is a map of triples (R, CL, v))-‘(G, CL, 77) over the functor H,(-; R): K+JI(G). Then by (5.3) 
there is an induced isomorphism of cosimplicial objects over A(G): 
/.% H,(R(X); R)- G(H*(X; R)). (6.18) 
Combining (6.18) and (6.13, we have 
MW0) = Hom~dA[tl, G(H*(X: R))). 
The theorem follows from Proposition 4.4. 
57. UNSTABLE I-XOMODULES 
In this section, we impose further restriction on the spectrum R, and then 
construct a spectral sequence converging to Et(X; R). When H&X; R) is particularly 
nice, this spectral sequence collapses to a single row, and gives an expression for 
E,(X; R) as an Ext group in a certain abelian category. This is motivated by, and 
generalizes to R-homology, the methods of [7]. 
As in 06, let R = {R.} be an R-spectrum which satisfies assumptions (6.1) and (6.3). 
Let A = a*(R) and r = H,(R; R). The pair (A, r) is called a Hopf algebroid ([2, 181), 
which means the following. There are two maps v,_: A +r and na: A + r, called the 
left and right unit maps respectively, which make r a left and a right A-module 
respectively. There is also a counit map E: r+ A, a canonical antiautomorphism 
c: r-, r, and a diagonal map I& r+ rBAI’. The properties of these maps are 
described in [18]. 
Let d be the category of all non-negatively graded left A-modules. For M in d, 
define T(M) = rBAM. The maps 
eT = c@lM: T(M)- M 
ST = $0 1MM: T(M)- T’(M) 
define a cotriple (T, ST, l T) on d. The category d(T) is sometimes called the category 
of (non-negatively graded) I’-comodules. 
As in 06, let JI be the category of non-negatively graded free A-modules, and let 
(G, SC, l G) be the cotriple of (6.7). As noted in Remark (6.10), a G-coalgebra (M, (L) is 
in particular a I’-comodule, with structure map q: M+r@,,M, and also a coalgebra 
(without unit) over A, with diagonal map A: M + M aAM. The submodule of primi- 
tives is defined by 
P(M) = ker(A: M+ M@,M). 
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By the Cat-tan formula ([2], p: 71) A is a I-comodule map, so (P(M), q) is a 
sub-I-comodule of M. That is, P is a functor from &U(G) to d(T). We now make 
ASSUMPTION 7.1. For each integer n 10, PH.(R, ; 
LEMMA 7.5. The functor U = PG is the functorof a cotriple (CJ, au, l “) on A, which is 
a subcotriple of (G, SC, l G), and hence also a subcotriple of (T, ST, l T). 
Proof. Let M be in &U(G) with P(M) in A. Consider the commutative diagram: 
U(M)- T(M) 
By our assumptions, all four arrows in the square are injections. In fact, 
UP(M) = U(M) n TP(M) 
for if y = ZZyi@mi E UP(M), with each mi E P(M), then y E UP(M). In particular, the 
dotted arrow exists. Apply this observation to the case M = G(N), to see that 8” exists in 
the following diagram: 
U(N) -% U*(N) 
il Ii 
G(N) --% G*(N) 
Define l t as the composite 
U(N)2 G(N) 2 N. 
Thus we have a cotriple, (U, S”, E”) on -Cc, which is a subcotriple of (G, aG, cc). 
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We want to extend U to a cotriple on d. Let M be in JB, and let 
F,‘-F,+M+O 
be exact, with F,, and F, in A. Then define 
U(M) = coker (VU): U(F,) - U(Fd). 
It is easily verified that U(M) is independent of F,, F0 and f, and that tY is the functor of a 
cotriple on d. Furthermore, U is an exact functor on &, from which it follows that sP( V) 
is an abelian category. a(u) will sometimes be called the category of unstable 
r-comodules. By construction, P is a functor from d(G) to d(V). 
The inclusion 4: U + T of cotriples defines a faithful functor 0: s4(U)+d(T), 
and a morphism still denoted 4: U + T of the adjoint triples, as in §5. Thus, for M in 
a(u), there is an injection of cosimplicial objects 
4: @(U(M)) - T(@(M)). 
The acyclic complex ch(T(M)) is called the (unnormalized) stable cobur resolution for 
the Hopf algebroid (A, r), with coefficients in M; see [17,18]. By analogy, we call the 
sub-complex ch(U(M)) the unstable cobur resolution of (A, r) with coefficients in M. 
We shall study these complexes more explicitly in 89. 
Observe that the abelian group valued functor HomMCG,(A[t], -) factors as the 
composite 
A(G) ~.d(U) 
Hom~,U,(A[rl.-) 
* {abelian groups}. 
Furthermore, V(J4) is (by construction) injective in a(u), so by (5.7), we have a 
composite functor spectral sequence: 
EZ’.S = Ext&&A[t], R&,P(M))==$ ExtjU;‘)(A(t), M). (7.6) 
To compute the derived functors of P, we now make our final assumption on R. 
Note that by assumption (7.1), we may regard U(M) as a submodule of r@AM, so 
that the projection G(M)+r@,M provides a natural splitting p of i: PG(M)+ 
G(M). Let p: G(M)+S(U(M)) be the induced coalgebra map, where S is the free 
commutative coalgebra functor as in Remark 7.3. We now make 
ASSUMPTION 7.7. For each positive integer n, 
p: H,(R,; R)- SP(HdR.; R)) 
is an isomorphism. 
Remark 7.8. It follows that for each M in &. 
is an isomorphism. 
p: G(M)- S( U(M)) 
This natural splitting enables us to apply (5.5) to conclude that 
R&,P = Rj&,P = R&P 
as A-modules. The derived functors R &,P have been investigated, for example, by 
Bousfield [6]. 
In particular, if H,(X; R) is free as a coalgebra (that is, of the form S(M) for 
some M in J&J, then for 4 > 0 
R&P(H*(X; R)) = 0, 
and the composite functor spectral sequence collapses to give a natural isomorphism 
&‘.‘(X; R) = Ext&,(A[t], PH,(X; R)). 
The right-hand side is an Ext group in the abelian category d(U), and may be 
calculated as the homology groups of the unstable cobar complex. In 59, we shall 
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describe this complex more explicitly when R = BP, and use it to make some 
calculations. 
Remark 7.9. This work generalizes the results of [7] even in the classical case 
when R is the mod p Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum H,. First of all it covers the case 
of p odd. But more importantly, it shows how Er(X; H,) may be computed for 
arbitrary X, using the spectral sequence (7.6). [7] deals with the situation in which 
(7.6) has at most two nontrivial rows. 
OS. THE SPECTRA MU AND BP 
From [3, 25, 221, we recall some facts about MU the spectrum for complex 
cobordism and about the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP. By its construction, MU is a 
CW-ring spectrum with a Thorn map. The coefficient ring r,(MU) is a polynomial 
algebra over the integers with one generator xi in every positive even dimension 2i. 
The algebra H&MU; MU) is a polynomial algebra over r,(MU), with one generator 
bi in every positive even dimension 2i. 
From the work of Wilson[25], we have the following. Let {MU,], n 2 0, be the 
spaces of the n-spectrum for MU. 
Wilson’s Result 8.1. For each n L 0, H&MU.; Z) is a free abelian group. For n 
odd, it is an exterior algebra on odd-dimensional generators; for n even, it is a 
polynomial algebra on even dimensional generators. For every n, the Atiyah-Hirze- 
bruch-Whitehead spectral sequence converging to H,(MU,; MU) collapses, and 
H,(MU,; MU) = P,(MU)@ H,(MU,; Z) 
as algebras over r*(MU). The stabilization map 
PH,(MUn; MU)- H,(MU,; MU).pr, H.(MU; MU) 
is a monomorphism. 
Thus MU satisfies our assumptions (6.1), (6.3), (7.1) and (7.5) so the methods of 07 
apply. It is sometimes advantageous to compute with one prime p at a time. For this 
purpose, the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP replaces MU. Wilson’s result (8.1) 
(replacing “free abelian group” by “free over Z(,, “) is also valid for BP. Thus BP is 
also a CW-ring spectrum which satisfies our assumptions and the methods of 07 
apply. In particular, if X is a simply connected CW-space with H&X; BP) free as a 
r*(BP)-coalgebra, then E2%‘(X; BP) = Ext’ dcuj(A[t], PH*(X; BP) and Ez(S*“+‘; BP) 
may be computed as the homology groups of the unstable cobar complex. To prepare 
the way for the calculations, we describe the coefficient ring A = r&BP), the algebra 
F = H&BP; BP), and the unstable cobar complex in some detail. 
Let a prime p be fixed, and let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum associated 
with p. The integers localized at p are denoted by Z(,,. Then 
H&BP; Z) = Zb,[ml, mZ, . . .] 
H&BP A BP; Z) = H,(BP; Z)[t,, f2,. . .] 
where degree (mi) = 2~’ - 2 = degree (ti). The elements ti are chosen so that 
qR(m,) = 2 mit:i-i. 
i=O 
The elements m. and to are to be interpreted as 1 where they appear. The Hazewinkel 
elements u,, in H&BP; Z,,,) are defined recursively by the formula 
n-1 
V. = pm, - z miCz’_i. 
The elements un are in the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism vr*(BP)+ 
H&BP; Z), which is a monomorphism, so the u, may be considered in n,(BP) also. 
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Then 
A = v,(BP) i= ZJu,. uz, . . .] 
I- = H*(BP; BP) = A[t,, tz, . . .I. 
The product and left unit map tlr. are built into the description of r as a polynomial 
algebra over A. The right unit map VR is given above for the m., and thereby for the u. 
also. The diagonal map t,k r+ I’BAr satisfies the formula 
(8.2) 
i+j=n i+j+k=n 
There is a formal group law associated with BP as 
power series in A[X]@(;P defined by 
follows. Let log be the formal 
log X = C miXpi. 
i20 
Let exp be the formal power series inverse to log, characterized by exp log X = X. 
Then the formal group law for BP is given by the formal power series in A[X, Y]: 
F(X, Y) = exp(log X + log Y). 
The formal group law F is associative and commutative. Elements from r may be 
substituted for the indeterminates, and we write ZFZi for F(z,, F(z~, . . .)). 
The following was communicated to us by W. S. Wilson. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. Let bi E H,i(MU; MU) be induced from the generator of 
H2i+2(CPm; MU) as in ([3]. p. 60). Let E: H,(MU; MU)+ H*(BP; BP) = r be induced 
by the Quillen indempotent, and let c: r+ r be the canonical antiautomorphism. Then 
Proof. From [3], Proposition 9.4 and Theorem 11.3, we have in n*(MU)@O: 
c ( soTR k+1 -!- [cp’]) = z& [CP’l(g Ctbi))‘+‘- 
Apply the Quillen indempotent E, and we have in 7r*(BP)@cS: 
The elements ti have been chosen so that 
E >. TRhk) = 2 i.jhO js0 
Substitute this into the previous formula, apply exp and then c, and we have the 
desired equation. 
Let J = (u,, u2,. . .) C A, and by abuse also write J = q&J)r C r. Since 
F(X, Y)=X+ Y modJ, 
(8.3) immediately implies 
mod J. We will write 
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row in the commutative diagram 
tr,(BP) = To(BP-,) ” * P&(BP_,; BP) 
= I I -. (8.5) 
A. ‘)II r. = H.(BP; BP). 
Thus when we apply c*, [Vi] is replaced by OR. Similarly, the o-product is replaced 
by the product in P. (8.4) allows us to replace b2g-,) by hi in the Ravenel-Wilson 
basis. This has the advantage that the diagonal r(r can be evaluated on the basis 
elements by means of formulae conjugate to (8.2), whereas the computation of t,b(bj) is 
very complicated. We thus arrive at a basis for /Y(M) C r@lAA4, for M a free 
A-module. To describe it, we make the 
Definition 8.6. Let J = (j,, it,. . .) and I = (il. iz,. . .) be finite sequences of non- 
negative integers. Define 
length(J) = 
F 
jk. 
The pair (J, I) is said to be allowable with respect to dimension 2n + 1 or 2n + 2 if 
(1) the integer ju = $ dim (u’) + n-length (J) is non-negative. 
(2) the sequence J’ = (j,,, j,, j2, . . .) satisfies the condition that whenever 
J’=pAe,+p2Aq+...+p”AL.+J” 
where 0 I k, 5 * * - I k,, and J” is another such sequence of non-negative integers, 
then i, = 0. Here Ak is the sequence with 1 in the k-th position and 0 elsewhere. 
Let M be a free A-module, with homogeneous basis {m,}. Then U(M) has an 
A-basis consisting exactly of those monomials 
h’ @A v’mm, (8.7) 
where (J, I) is allowable with respect to the dimension of m,. Using this, and 
proceeding inductively from the right, we find that U’(M) has for A-basis those 
monomials 
h~‘O,.,v~h’$&. . . @,,&lh’*@,v’~m, (8.8) 
where for each s 2 k L 1, the pair (Jk, &) satisfies the allowability condition (8.5) with 
respect to the dimension of h”+I@ - . - @ uGm,,. 
59. SOME CALCULATIONS IN E,(S” ; BP) 
In this section, we calculate the one-line of the E2-term of the unstable Adams- 
Novikov spectral sequence for each odd-dimensional sphere. Also, when the prime p 
is 2, we identify the element which detects the Whitehead product, and use this to 
determine some differentials. These calculations are made in the unstable cobar 
complex, using the basis which was described in 88. 
As before, let a prime p be fixed, let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum 
corresponding to p, let A = r,(BP), and P = H,(BP; BP). We start with the stable 
situation, and suppose given a (stable) P-comodule it4, with coaction map +M: M+ 
I’BA M. The chain complex ch(T(M)) is called the cobar resolution of P with 
coefficients in M. Explicitly, 
with (s + 1) copies of r. Here A acts on the right of r by nR and on the left of r by nL. 
As is customary, we use the cobar notation, and write y,,[y,] - - * (n]m for 
roOr,O * * * @y$ am. The differential d is given by 
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d(YO[Y,l * * . lvslm) = c. Yll[Y;;l * * * Irslm + rl: (- WYdYll * * . IY;lY’il . * * IYsh 
j=l 
+(- I)‘+’ C Yo[YII * * * lysly’lmn 
where 
and 
J/(X)=X ri@y; for Olj5s. 
&j(m) = Cy’@m”. 
The chain complex R(M) = Hom,,r,(A, chT(M)) is called the (stable) cobar complex 
for P with coefficients in M. Explicitly, 
R”.*(M) = I-&. - - &l-a* M (9.1) 
with s copies of F, and with differential induced from chT(M). Then by definition, 
Ext$<r,(A, M) = H’.‘(fI(M)). (9.2) 
The coefficient ring A is itself a stable left F-comodule, where the coaction map 
A + r@AA sends a to a @ 1. For the Adams-Novikov spectral sequence converging 
to the stable homotopy groups of spheres, the ET-term is given by 
E?‘.‘(S; BP) = H’.‘(R(A)). 
We remark for later use that under the identification rBAA = r, the cobar complex 
R(A) becomes 
0---+~9,r--Lr~~r--L.... 
The differential d has the following expression: 
d(a) = [ l]a - [a] . 1 
= [TR(a) - al 
d([Y,l . . * lYSl> = [llY,l * . * lYsl + 2 (- l)‘[Yll * * * IY;lY’i’l * * . lr*l+(- l)“‘[Y,l * * . IY5I11 j=l 
for a in A, and yo, yI, . . ., yS in F. 
Passing to the unstable case, we suppose given an unstable F-comodule, with 
coaction map JI: M+ u(M). In this case, we have a chain complex with 
C’.‘(M) = Homdacu,(A[t]. (ch U(M))“) = U”(M), (9.3) 
called the unstable cobur complex, and we have 
Ext&,(A[t], M) = H”.‘(C(M)). 
Here A[t] is the free A-module with one generator L, of dimension t; A[t] is an 
unstable F-comodule with coaction map A[t] + U(A[t]) which sends a * bn to a @L,. 
The results of 07, $8 show that in the unstable Adams-Novikov spectral sequence for 
s “‘+I, we may take 
Elr’(SZn+‘; BP) = Cs.‘+2n+‘(A[2n + 11). (9.4) 
Here we have reindexed the spectral sequence so that in E,‘.‘, t - s represents stem 
degree. In what follows we will often omit the coefficient spectrum, which will always 
be BP. 
Remark 9.5. Because of the reindexing, we have suspension homomorphisms 
(9.6) 
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By construction (and ultimateiy by Wilson’s theorem (8.1)) all these maps are 
injective. A and I are sparse-that is, zero except in dimensions divisible by 
2(p - l)-so the same is true of n’*(A); and this property is thus inherited by 
E,‘*(s*“+‘). 
Since the maps m* in (9.6) derive from suspensions, it is easy to see that they are 
A-module maps and rational equivalences. It follows easily that 
W’(n) = coker (u*: El’~*(Sz”-‘)~ EIS.*(S2”+‘)) (9.7) 
is finite in each dimension, and that v E A acts monomorphically on W’(n) whenever 
PY 0. 
With these preliminaries, we can begin the calculations. We start with the stable 
case, where the results are due to Novikov [20]. We define elements ak in fl’*2k(p-“(A) as 
follows. First observe that 
d(r,) = t7R(uI)- VI (9.8) 
= -ph,. 
For each positive integer k, let v(k) (= v,(k)) be the number of times that p divides k. 
Then for p odd, let 
ak = d(v,k)/p”k’+‘. (9.9) 
For p = 2, let 
ak = d(v,‘)/2 if k is odd 
a2 = d(q2)/4 (9.10) 
al, = d(vlk + 4v,k-3v2)/2Y(k)+2 if k is even and k B 4. 
THEOREM 9.11 (Novikov). For each primep, E2 ‘*2k(p-“(S) is a cyclic group generated by 
the class of ak. Forp odd, the order of ak is p v(k’+‘. Forp = 2, the order of ak is 2,4, or 2Y(k’+’ 
as k is odd, k = 2, or k is even and k L 4, respectively. 
For a proof, see [17]. 
We turn now to the unstable case. 
THEOREM 9.12. In filtration s = 1, the suspension maps 
E21M.(S2”-‘) 
I. 
0. 
I 
\ 
/ 
m. 
E2’**(S) 
E21.*(++l) ’ 
are all monomorphisms. For each p” I order (ak, the elements of orderp” in E2’*2k(p-‘)( S) 
desuspend to S’“+’ buf not to S2”-’ (in the E2-terms). 
Proof. The first assertion follows from Remark 9.5 and the fact that in filtration s = 0 
each u* is an isomorphism: 
It remains to show the desuspension statement, and for this, we use the basis of 
E,‘**(S2”+‘) = U(A[2n + II) given in (8.7). Namely, this module has for A-basis, 
E,o.*(S2”-1) 
c. I 
0. \ 
/ 
E,‘**(S) = A. 
0. 
E,%(S2”+‘) 
{h’@v’} 
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such that (f, J) is allowable with respect to dimension (2n+ 1). Here and below we 
regard Et’*(S’“+‘) c R(A), and denote elements accordingly. In particular, h,’ E 
E,‘.*(S*““) if and only if j 5 n. Since u,l W’(n) is injective (9.7) for all k, 
u,‘h,’ E E,‘.*(S*“+‘) if and only if j I n. (9.13) 
On the other hand, for j > n, h,‘-‘@uli-” E EI(S*“-‘) by (8.5), so an easy induction 
shows that 
pi-njt,i E u,j-nh,n mod E,(S*“-‘). 
Now let n 9 v,(k)+ 1 and compute modulo E,(S*“-‘): 
d(L$)/p” = 2 (- l)‘(;)u,j-$Ph,j 
(9.14) 
-i (- I)‘(:)&Ph, 
-i (- l)‘(;)c,%,” 
by (9.13) 
by (9.14) 
= -2 (- I)‘(;)$%,” 
E- 
VI 
k-n,, ” 
I by (9.14) 
since for 1 I j 5 v,(k), 
k 
0 j 
= 0 mod p. By (9.13) this class is in E,(S*“+‘) but not in 
EI(S”‘-‘). Since dEI”**(S*“-‘) = dE,‘**(S*“+‘), we find that as a class in E2’**(SZn+‘), 
d(u~~)/p” does not desuspend to Ez’.*(S*“-‘). This proves (9.12) for all cases except 
when p = 2, k even and k 5 4, and n = order (ak) = v,(k) + 2. 
Case (1): vz(k) = 1. Then 
77RtVt) = ~2 - vRWh* - 2h2 mod I* 
= u2+2h,‘- u,h,*-2h2 mod I* 
where I = (2, uI. u2, :. .). Hence 
d(u,’ + 4~,‘-~u2)/8 = u,k-3h,3 
in E,‘**(S’) modulo E,‘.*(S’). 
Case (2): v?(k) L 2. Then 2(v2(k) + 2) - 1 B 7. Hence 
dtu,k + .y(k)+Iu,k-3u2)/2v(k)+2 ~ u,k-v(k)-2h,dk)+2 
in E, I.*( S*V(k)+~ 
) modulo El’.*(S2”(k)+3). 
Remark 9.15. Using the results of [22], one may also compute Ez’**(S*“) but the 
calculation involves the *-product and is a little more complicated. It can be shown 
that the classes of order p” do not desuspend to E2(S2”) except for the elements of 
mod p Hopf invariant one, p 2 2. 
Remark 9.16. For p odd, results of Gray[l2] show that the elements in the image 
of the J-homomorphism desuspend in homotopy exactly as far as they do in E2’.*. 
We now restrict attention to the prime p = 2. From[21], we know that stably, 
We have shown 
differential, and 
differential also. 
d’a 4nt3 = a4n+1 I h3 
d3a 4n+6 = a4n+4 h ,3* 
that a.+,+3 desuspends to E$**(S3), where it must support a non-zero 
a4”+6 desuspends to ET*(S’), where it must support a non-zero 
Comparing with the results of [16], we see that the spheres of origin 
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for the elements of im J on the one line agree with homotopy except for the following 
cases in stems =7 mod (8). 
(i) When n = 2 mod (4), the elements of order 2” in E2’.8k(S) desuspends to 
EZ’.‘lr(S2”+‘), but in homotopy they desuspend only to S*“+‘. 
(ii) When n = 3 mod (4), the elements of order 2” in E2’$‘(S) desuspend to 
E2’.8k(S2n+‘), but in homotopy they desuspend only to S2n+3. 
In order to determine the unstable differentials originating from these elements we 
must identify the class in E2(S2”-‘) which detects the Whitehead product (i2”_‘, i2,,-J. 
THEOREM 9.17. The Whitehead product (i2+‘, i2,,_‘) in 7r4,_3(S2”-‘) is detected by the 
class of d(hl”) in E$*“(S*“-I). F or n # I,2 or 4, this class has order 2. For n = 1,2 or 4, 
this class is 0. 
Proof. We show the order of the element first. For n # 1,2, or 4, the computation of 
the unstable one-line shows that d(h,“) is not in dEl’*2”(S2”-‘). As nR(u’) = uI - 2h’, 
2hl” = u,hln-‘- hl”-‘@u, 
which desuspends to C’2n(S2n-‘). Hence the class of d(h’“) has order 2 in E2’.2n(S2n-‘), 
and suspends to 0 in E2’2n(S2”+‘). 
To show that (i2”_‘, i2n_l)must be detected by d(hl”) in E2*,*“-‘(S*“-I), we consider also 
the unstable Adams spectral sequence based on mod 2 homology[ 1,3,8]. The Thorn map 
reduced mod 2 is a map 7: BP + Hz to the mod 2 Eilenberg-MacLane spectrum, which 
induces a natural transformation 
T: E;‘(-; BP)+ E;‘(--; Hz). 
The Whitehead product (i2,,+ i2”_‘), when non-zero, i.e. when n# 1,2, or 4, has filtration 
s 5 3 in ET**(S*“-‘; H,). By the naturality of T, it must have filtration 5~3 in 
Ef.*(S*“-‘; BP) also. The sparseness of Ef.*(S*“-‘; BP) implies that this filtration must 
be exactly 2. From the above calculations, the only non-zero class in E2*~*“(S2”-‘; BP) 
which suspends to 0 is d(h,“). 
Remarks 9.18 (1). The edge of stability in E2’*‘(S2”-‘; BP) for p = 2 is the line 
t = 2s + 2n - 4. This can be shown by means of the basis (8.8) of the unstable cobar 
complexes. 
(2) Some Whitehead products (i2,,_‘, i2._‘) are detected in E?‘“(S*“-‘) by classes which 
desuspend further in E2 than they do in homotopy. These desuspensions must support 
non-zero differentials. 
(3) It is possible to identify the class which detects (i2”, i2,,) in E2’*4n(S2n). The 
expression for this element involves the *-product in H,(BP*; BP). 
(4) Assuming that composition is unstable homotopy groups of spheres is reflected by 
the natural pairing at the Et** level (to be precise, the order is reversed), we can now 
determine the unstable differentials originating from the one-line. By [5] or [ 161, the Hopf 
invariant of an element or order 2” in the (8k - I)-stem on S2m+2 is ~,.&-2n+3. By 
calculations similar to those above, one may show that the class 
[au-n-,lh’ld(h’“+‘)] 
is non-zero in E24*8k+2 (S*“+‘). Hence this element must be d3z, where z is a generator of 
E21.8k(s2”-I). 
The Hopf invariant of the element of order 2” in the (8k - I)-stem on S2n+3 is 
q2p8k-2n+3. The class which detects (iZn+*, iznc2)q2p is non-zero in E24.8k+2(S2n+2). It follows 
that for a generator z of E2’*8k(S2n+‘) 
d3z = [a4k-,-z(h’ld(2h’“+*)l 
plus possibly some terms which suspend to 0. 
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